The NY Chapter ACP Leadership would like to acknowledge our dedicated members this Thanksgiving Holiday:

Click below for a message from Chapter President Maria Carney, MD, FACP:

Resources on Vaccination Planning Now Available in COVID Physician’s Guide

COVID-19 vaccines may be available beginning in December 2020. Once a vaccine has received approval or authorization from the FDA, the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) will review clinical trial data to determine which populations should be recommended to receive the vaccine. Visit How CDC Is Making Vaccine Recommendations for more information. Initial COVID-19 vaccine supply is anticipated to be limited. As such, the ACIP will provide recommendations for early COVID-19 vaccination in the event of limited supply.

ACP has developed resources to help clinical teams in their efforts to plan for and provide Covid-19 vaccinations. Visit the COVID-19: An ACP Physicians Guide to access the resources.

Call For Abstracts!
NYACP Abstract / E-Poster Competition

Online Forms are Now Available!

If you have worked on a research project or have an interesting clinical case, submit your abstract for a chance to present it at Spring NYACP E-Poster Competition! Separate poster competitions for residents and medical students will be held for entries in the following categories: Research, Clinical Vignette and Quality.
Deadline to submit abstracts is Friday, January 22, 2021

For more information click here

ACP Joins #GetCovered2021

ACP is supporting a national effort to promote COVID-19 safety and health insurance enrollment. We know how essential it is that everyone has access to affordable health care coverage and are partnering with #GetCovered2021 to remind Americans to get insured and stay healthy. #GetCovered2021 is committed to getting all Americans, who are eligible for coverage today especially, in urging health equity for America’s diverse communities.

Health equity begins with access to care, and access to care comes with having health insurance. Learn more at GetCovered2021.org.

Advancing to ACP Fellowship Webinar Playback Available

Matthew B. Carroll, MD, FACP, FACR, Chair of ACP’s Credentials Committee, presents the meaning and requirements for ACP Fellowship—a mark of honor and distinction within the internal medicine community. Each year, ACP Fellows are celebrated and inducted at ACP’s annual Internal Medicine Meeting during the Convocation Ceremony.

For more information about ACP Fellowship and to access application materials in advance of the webinar, visit www.acponline.org/facp.

The ACP Leadership Academy will present several free member webinars during spring 2021. We encourage you to participate and to inform your members about these learning opportunities.

For questions, please contact Susan Koger, Manager, Membership Programs.

Recorded: November 18, 2020

New Webinar!

The Impact of COVID-19 on Housestaff and Educators
December 16, 2020 • 5 PM - 6 PM

Register Here

This past fall, the NYACP Residents Committee sponsored a survey for Residents and Faculty that sought to identify the efficacy of educational approaches used during the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic in the spring.

Join Harvir Singh Gambhir MD, FACP, CPL and Marc Braunstein, MD, PhD to:
1. Review the survey data
2. Discuss implications of COVID-19 on medical education
3. Understand the ways to use the data to improve medical education during this pandemic

Register Here

Did you miss the NYACP Virtual Scientific Meeting?

We are excited to announce that you can view the recorded webinars at your convenience! For the low registration fee of $50, you can view all the courses and submit for 12 CME/MOC credits:

Topics are listed here: Annual Meeting

Register: 2020 Registration Form - Virtual Recordings